IEEE CAI is a new conference and exhibition with an emphasis on the applications of AI and key AI verticals that impact industrial technology applications and innovations.

**IMPORTANT DEADLINES**

- **Workshop & Panels proposal:** 20 Nov 2023
- **Abstract submission:** 12 Dec 2023
- **Paper submission (Full paper: max. 8 pages | Short paper: max. 4 pages):** 20 Dec 2023
- **Acceptance notifications & reviewers' comments:** 25 Mar 2024
- **Final reviewed submission:** 25 Apr 2024

**KEYNOTE SPEAKERS**

- **Stefan MENZEL**
  Honda Research Institute Europe, Offenbach/Main
  Learning-based Representations and AI-supported Optimisation for Engineering Applications

- **Klaus-Robert MÜLLER**
  Technische Universität Berlin
  ML for the Sciences: Towards Understanding

- **Qiang YANG**
  Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
  Federated Large Language Models

**VERTICALS**

- AI and Education
- AI and Sustainability
- AI in Healthcare and Life Science
- AI in Metaverse
- AI in Multi-agents and Robotic Systems
- Foundation Models and Generative AI
- Industrial AI
- Resilient and Safe AI
- Societal Implications of AI

Papers accepted by IEEE CAI will be submitted to the IEEE Xplore® Digital Library. Selected high-quality papers will be further invited for submission to a journal special issue.

**COMMITTEE INFO:**

- **General Co-Chair:** Prof Ivor Tsang
- **General Co-Chair:** Prof Yew Soon Ong
- **General Co-Chair:** Prof Hussein Abbass

**Platinum Sponsor**

Hewlett Packard Enterprise

**Technology Partner**

NSCC

Access all submission details: https://ieeecai.org/2024/authors